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I do a lot of photography…

When I retired I wanted to create a photo collection of the estuary, but couldn’t 
quite leave the wonderful work I had been doing… 
… and realized the stories of what we do have not been told.

The book is an insider’s look at the restoration science, management, and 
actions the Columbia River estuary… using photographs, maps, and writing.

Quotes from the book shown in blue-gray



Books that inspired this work…



Goal and Concepts
Present to a general audience why and how salmon 
restoration is being done in the estuary… 
…and the stories of those dedicated to this work.

• Photos — draw in visual readers, support key concepts
• Sidebars — add short, in-depth stories 
• Graphics and maps — context, another presentation form
• Detailed writing — more depth 

Key Concepts

•Recent* research has led to a greater understanding of the estuary’s biological 
importance to Pacific salmon; I show how this is playing out “on the ground”

•Number/variety of entities; effectiveness of the many smaller ones 

• People involved — different backgrounds, skills, and ideas brought to work

• Scope of projects; from individual, small efforts, to the larger, multi-year ones, 
and some of the “messes” they create 

*Since late 1980s





Data for maps provided by Keith Marco, Lower Columbia Estuary Partnership

Introductory map; used as base for 
many, additional maps.



1- Early History
• Brief description of changes from mid-1800s to late 1900s.

• Picked an important (singular) topic — — to highlight history complexity.

• Extended time in the Oregon Historical Society archives; used a few of their photos to enhance the writing.



2- Salmon Life Diversity
“Columbia River salmon evolved over a vast expanse of time in a dynamic system of mountain 
streams, saltwater estuaries, and the ocean.

“Salmon life-histories vary considerably. They are strongly connected to the individual natal streams 
where they return to spawn.

“The estuary is both a corridor for migrating salmon and a place where juvenile salmon rear for 
extended periods.”

• Changes over time and space

• Hydrogeomorphic Reaches

• Habitat

Balance of technical terms and photos

Multiple maps and sidebars

Photographs: my favorite writer’s tool!



Wild and Hatchery

“Salmon adapt to the environments in which they live. 
These two images contrast a river which wild fish can no 
longer access due to a dam, and the hatchery that was 
built to mitigate for that blocked habitat.” 

Photos by Conrad Gowell, Wild Fish Conservancy.



Wetland habitat 
distribution
through time

From LCEP:

Historical data from 1870-1890
And Current data

“…since the late 1800s, over 70% 
of original wetlands have been lost 
in the estuary.”



Hydrogeomorphic Reaches

“Physical and biological elements 
are classified at multiple scales…”

“Hydrogeomorphic: an interaction of 
hydrologic processes with landforms”

From Columbia River Estuary Ecosystem Classification, Charles Simenstad, USGS



Reaches C, D, E

“… contains large, swampy mid-channel islands, distributary 
channels, sloughs, and floodplains. This reach includes a 
confined valley along the mainstem of the river and broad 
bottomlands at the confluences of the Cowlitz and Kalama 
Rivers.”



Hydrogeomorphic Reaches

Reach A

Reach B

Reaches A and B

“Reach A: This reach extends from the river’s mouth to the 
Astoria-Megler bridge, a dynamic area where estuary and 
ocean waters are extensively mixed. It has the highest salinity 
in the estuary and strong currents.…”

“Reach B: From the Astoria-Megler bridge to Cathlamet, 
Washington, this is the widest valley bottom of the estuary…”



Reach F

“…the widest floodplain reach of the upper estuary…”



Habitat

Descriptive; emphasize differences 
through the estuary, and at individual 
locations.

Example: 
Forested Wetlands

Upper Estuary; Freshwater

Lower Estuary; Tidally Influenced

*Referenced LCEP, PMEP, WMSWCD (Sauvie Island & 
Multnomah Channel Bottomlands Conservation Opportunities)

• herbaceous wetlands
• shrub-scrub wetlands
• forested wetlands
• shrub-scrub uplands
• upland forest. 



Habitat
Shrub-scrub wetlands, upper estuary



Habitat

Tidal Wetlands

“This composite is a 97-acre tidal wetland fringed by a mix of conifer and deciduous species. The site 
was reconnected to tidal influence by CREST as part of a fish passage correction near Chinook, 
Washington.”



3- Management; recognizing the importance of the estuary

Making sense of decisions stemming from new research, and the many entities with different interests, funding, supporters, etc.



Changes in late 1990s and early 2000s; how new 
science shaped decisions. 

Example: sampling studies of juvenile salmon first 
occurred in estuary tidal marshes in 2002.





4- Restoration and Conservation, People and Projects



Restoration and Conservation, People and Projects

“Every salmon conservation or restoration effort in the estuary begins with an individual and an idea —
a landowner seeking more natural habitat, a restoration practitioner who sees an area that can be 
enhanced, or a fisherman who believes there is a better way to manage the limited numbers of 
returning salmon…”

• Dike (levee) breaching

• Wetland Enhancements

• Increased channel and large wood complexity

• Fish passage 

• Native Vegetation

• Conservation 

• Fish Trap Project

Heart of the story… roughly by project type; emphasizes the people involved.



Levee breach on Gnat Creek; 
Cathlamet Bay

New connection on Sauvie Island; 
Crane Lake to Domeyer Lake



Wetland Enhancement, 
Sauvie Island

Tom Josephson explaining wetland water 
elevation control and changes.

Reconnected wetland on Sauvie Island



Personal Stories; Kammy Kern-Korot 
(West Multnomah Soil & Water Conservation District)



Channel Roughness - North Scappoose Creek



Channel Connections, 
West Sand Island 
(Baker Bay) — CREST





Upper Tributaries; Dave Stewart (ODFW)



Upper Tributaries



Fish Passages — Milton Creek (Dart Creek)



Native Vegetation



Fish Trap — Research; Wild Fish Conservancy

• Multi-year project, spurred by a local fisherman 

• Supported by WA Dept. Fish & Wildlife, WFC 

• Proved validity of near 100% survival for wild salmon 
caught and released

• Value of freshly-caught salmon for markets

• Currently testing another site on Oregon side

• Received approval of method from WDFW as an 
“emerging commercial fishery”

“Fish selected for harvest are moved quickly by net from 
the water to Blair’s waiting process containers, and 
immediately iced. Biologists collect information on all fish 
(harvested or released) including size, species, origin and 
additional data.”

Testing a historical method, updated to reduce bycatch 
and protect wild salmon.



Fish Trap





Additional Fish Photos; from Conrad Gowell, Wild Fish Conservancy



Restoration and Conservation, People and Projects

Projects
• Gnat Creek; CREST, dike breech and wetland enhancement
• Sauvie Island; multiple wetland enhancements, Sturgeon Lake reconnection
• Lower McCarthy Creek; wetland enhancement and reconnections
• Sand Island, Baker Bay; CREST, channel connections and complexity
• Kalama and Hardy Creeks; Lower Columbia Fish Enhancement Group, channel roughness
• Dart Creek; SBWC, Fish Passage
• Fish Trap; Wild Fish Conservancy, alternative fishing gear

People interviewed; many presented as Sidebars
• Tom Josephson, CREST
• Kammy Kern-Korot, WMSWCD
• Ken and Lorna Hill; North Scappoose Creek - channel roughness
• Dave Stewart; ODFW, upper tributaries
• Weed Warriors; Jane Hartline and many others
• Blair Peterson; Cathlamet fisherman
• Dan Bottom; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (retired)



Closing Thoughts

“What have I learned…

“What is the future of Pacific Salmon populations in the estuary?

“I consider restoring salmon runs to be an absolute necessity to support the economic and ecological system of the 
Columbia River. It seems to me a key to succeeding at this is an approach that values the ideas and on-the-ground 
efforts of many, from all levels of experience.”

Positive level of commitment and engagement by those working in the 
field, and the new ideas brought to the work… adapting to new science.



Thank you to everyone who made the book possible

Dan Bottom — multiple reviews, input, and advice

Tim Mattson, Kathleen Mattson, Dave Miller, Janelle St. Pierre — reviews and layout ideas

Kammy Kern-Korot, Tom Josephson, Dave Stewart, Blair Peterson, and others — interviewed for stories

Noah Mattson, Tricia Daly-Welle, Jamie Glasgow — writing contributors

Conrad Gowell — fish photography

Keith Marcoe — mapping support

Barbara White and many others — ongoing advice and reviews throughout project

Book Distribution
In Columbia River Maritime Museum, and multiple bookstores in Astoria and 

southwest Washington; available on website.

Bring the book to libraries, local museums, universities, and bookstores 
throughout estuary. Awareness of the book through presentations, online events. 



The “companion” book: 

A Photographic Journey through the 
Columbia River Estuary

hardbound, 10x8”; 54 pages



Nature’s View 
(monthly, online journal)

sign-up online or 
email me to put you on the list



Thank you!
Both books are available online (includes free shipping)

There and Back Again: $46; A Photographic Journey: $28

Use code: LCRWC for 10% discount through November 30

www.patwelle.com

Please help me tell our story!

Email with any questions; or ideas / 
requests for other presentations:

pat@patwelle.com

http://www.patwelle.com
mailto:pat@patwelle.com

